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A. Introduction

This paper responds to questions raised by the Australian Council of Learned Academies (ACOLA) regarding the social impact of the Internet of Things (IoT). The questions received include: is it likely that privacy protections will be needed to govern IoT and interactions with individuals and groups? What are the specific privacy and security considerations for the internet of things? Are there specific human rights considerations for IoT? Will there be considerations for specific population groups or individuals? What civil or criminal liability considerations are required to govern the use of IoT technologies? What protections, if any, may be needed for businesses, industry, citizens etc?

The emergence of the IoT and related technologies has already brought about significant sociotechnical change, and this is likely to continue. This change brings with it some significant benefits for society, particular in the areas of: assisting those with disabilities live more independent lives; in healthcare; in aged care; and in more efficient and sustainable infrastructure, transport, industry and agriculture. However, with this change has come the potential for ‘regulatory disconnection’, that is, where existing regulatory frameworks become disconnected from societal expectations due to the new things, behaviours and relationships made possible by emerging technologies. While the IoT may lead to benefits in our daily lives, people (particularly individuals) are exposed to a number of risks by the use of IoT devices, ranging from disclosure of private information, unwanted surveillance by the state and by corporate interests, physical injury, harassment and stalking, defects in the devices themselves, and risks to human rights, such as the potential for discrimination and barriers to the right to freedom of expression. Australia has no specific laws aimed at addressing IoT issues, and current laws intended to protect customers and citizens have gaps and uncertainties when dealing with IoT devices.¹

B. Problems of definition

Despite the popularity of the term, the ‘Internet of Things’ has no agreed definition. Its meaning can differ widely amongst different interested parties, and it has evolved over time.² The lead author of this paper undertook an analysis of the history and evolution of this term and associated terms in 2015.³ Since that time, use of the term has significantly increased in Australia and globally, particular in popular literature, but no real clarity or consensus has emerged. Scholarly work has tended (although not exclusively) towards a narrower definition, concentrating on the relevant enabling infrastructure, while the popular view tends to be broader in its scope and includes ‘smart’ devices, as well as incorporating (usually only by implication rather than expressly) related technologies as ubiquitous and pervasive computing, ambient intelligence, and smart environments. Common examples of the ‘Internet of Things’ (such as electronic door locks) sometimes do not even use do not use the TCP/IP Internet protocols, but simpler communication protocols such as Bluetooth and infra-red.⁴

We do not yet have the benefit of the Expert Working Group’s decision as to the scope of an IoT definition. Therefore, in this paper the lead author has deliberately deviated from the narrower definitions, and adopted a more extensive approach⁵, to give the broadest possible view of the issues that may arise. Consequently, the applicability of the issues discussed in this input paper will depend on the scope of the definition adopted by the Expert Working Group’s Full Report.

For the purpose of this input paper, ‘IoT devices’ consist of objects (including buildings and living things) that are not inherently computerised, but into which have been embedded one or more computer processors with data collection, data handling and data communication capabilities. IoT devices may have interactions with...
living things, the physical world, other IoT devices and other computing devices or systems. Many IoT devices also have one or more the following attributes: **active capacity** (capability to act on the physical world), **adaptability** (context-awareness), **addressability** (unique address), **associability** with living beings, **autonomy**, **dependency** (on remote services or infrastructure), **geo-locatability**, **identifiability** (unique device identifier/s), **mobility** or **portability**, **operational, economic and social impact**, **network locatability**, **prevalence**, **use pattern**, **visibility**, **volatility** and **vulnerability**. (More details on these attributes can be found at Schedule 1.)

It is worthwhile noting that some definitions of the ‘Internet of Things’ exclude smartphones and tablets. However, when considering the social impact of the IoT, the role of these devices, particularly smartphones, cannot be ignored. These devices and the applications installed on them form an integral part of many systems in which other IoT devices participate, primarily as a remote controller and often the device to which data is transmitted and delivered to humans in an intelligible form.

When identifying the challenges for consumers, citizens, business and the public sector, it is important to consider the underlying complex and interrelated nature of IoT devices and the systems in which they participate. All IoT devices comprise a physical object or living thing, hardware in the form of a computer processor and software. Many IoT devices are also components of ‘product–service packages’, where services are provided alongside the IoT device as essential or optional elements of the functionality provided. Many IoT devices may be nested within a larger IoT device, or form elements of a larger, distributed system. Issues arising out of IoT devices may relate to a single IoT device, or to the whole or some elements of the ‘ecosystem’ in which the IoT device participates.

Any or all of these elements of hardware, software, object or service may be supplied by different entities, as part of a private sale, such as in a smart home, or as part of systems used by the public, such as in smart cities. Other actors may also be relevant when assessing challenges to consumers, such as designers, component manufacturers, assemblers, importers, distributors, those providing software integration services and testers. This input paper uses the term ‘provider network’ to indicate the multitude of different actors involved in the provision of an IoT device and associated system, and use the term ‘provider’ to indicate an entity in the provider network. Providers may include both private actors and those in the public sector, such as federal, state and local governments who are involved in the provision of IoT devices and systems. Customers can be individual consumers, corporate entities, not-for-profits, or public sector agencies.

### C. Is it likely that privacy protections will be needed to govern IoT and interactions with individuals and groups? What are the specific privacy and security considerations for the internet of things?

Privacy and security aspects are undoubtedly important. However, there are also other areas where IoT can have a social impact. Therefore, this section not only deals with privacy and security, but also other challenges for customers, citizens, businesses and the public sector arising out of new things, activities and relationships made possible by IoT devices. These are classified into 5 areas: 1) imperfection; 2) provider control and support; 3) significant post-supply value; 4) complexity; and 5) choice (although note these categories may overlap).
1 Imperfection

Suppliers with low profit margins and limited experience in manufacturing computing products may have little incentive or capability to ensure IoT devices operate reliably. For example, many are vulnerable to remote security breaches, and where an IoT device (or something that it is connected to) has active capacity, it can cause physical or psychological harm, as well as economic loss. These sorts of losses may also occur from volatile access to resources, inaccuracy of data, and autonomous decision-making by IoT devices. How providers ultimately manage, or fail to manage, these risks may also be a challenge for consumers, citizens, business and the public sector.

1.1 Security incidents and other risks of failure

Vulnerability is an important attribute of IoT devices. Evidence is emerging that IoT devices are more prone to physical interference and remote attacks than conventional connected computers. Security vulnerabilities have been identified in IoT devices as diverse as: smart city lights; smart meters; security cameras; shipping scanners; smart home hubs; fitness trackers; smart televisions; sex aids; medical devices such as insulin pumps, heart defibrillators, CT scanners, drug infusion pumps, X-ray systems and blood refrigeration units; bathroom scales; Internet-connected kettles; baby monitors; children’s toys and location trackers; sniper rifles and cars. Such measures are ripe for exploitation by criminal networks and terrorists, with potential to cause physical and mental injury, as well as economic loss.

The increased risk of security exploits arises from security vulnerabilities in both the IoT devices themselves and the systems to which they are connected. These include: insecure network services; insecure interfaces; insecure software and firmware; lack of encryption; insufficient authentication and authorisation; insufficient security configurability; the storage of personal data; and the lack of physical safeguards. The nature of many IoT devices manufacturers as consumer goods specialists rather than ICT specialists, the small size of many devices, and design flaws prohibiting software patches have all been cited as reasons why security problems arise so commonly in IoT devices. Ransomware also offers a financial incentive to threaten harm.

The rise and increased availability of ‘hacking as a service’ also makes it easier for more people to undertake cyber attacks.

Security attacks enabled by these vulnerabilities include unauthorised remote operation of the IoT device (‘hacking’) and/or the delivery of malware. When these attacks occur, sensitive data might be disclosed or modified, or the IoT device could be used to attack other IoT devices or conventional computers. Of course, such attacks are also delivered using conventional computers; what is more particular to IoT devices is the physical harm that might occur to the IoT device, surrounding objects and/or living things. The biggest potential for physical harm is likely to emerge when the attribute of vulnerability interacts with that of mobility and/or active capacity, such as when a security flaw is exploited allowing remote access to the controls of large mobile devices (such as cars), or the safety shutdown systems of industrial plant and equipment.

Many, if not most, IoT devices or their associated systems have the attribute of volatility: that is, limited or intermittent access to resources needed to operate, particularly network connections, energy sources and processing power. This constraint is a particular challenge for users of mobile IoT devices, where the size, weight and form of the IoT device dominate design decisions, for example the minimisation of power usage, which can negatively affect processing power and speed. For simple applications, this constraint may matter little; but for healthcare IoT devices, the draining of a power source or the loss of connectivity leading to loss
of control can cause serious harm, even death. The strength of security measures that can be put in place also depends on the level of volatility.

**Examples:**

- In 2015 Fiat Chrysler recalled 1.4 million vehicles because security researchers proved they could break into smart cars’ systems remotely and control brakes, steering and transmission.  
- In September 2016, the website of security journalist Brian Krebs experienced a distributed denial of service attack delivered primarily through IoT devices.
- In October 2016, an estimated 100,000 hacked IoT devices, including a number of cameras and DVRs infected with the “Mirai botnet” malware, generated multiple DDoS attacks against servers owned by DNS services provider Dyn, bringing down many sites including Twitter, The Guardian, Netflix, Reddit, CNN and many others.
- In January 2017, a university was attacked by its own connected light bulbs, lamp posts and vending machines, slowing down its internet service.
- The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has brought a number of actions, including:
  - In 2014 against SecurView, a baby monitor and security system, for allowing access to the video feed and audio remotely via Web interface or mobile application transmitted login and password information in clear format. The system was hacked in 2012 and the feeds of 700 cameras were posted online;
  - In 2017 against D-Link alleging that the IP camera and router manufacturer did not meet reasonable security standards, resulting in customer vulnerability (no incident was reported).

### 1.2 Risky decision-making: inaccuracy and autonomy

All IoT devices can collect, handle and communicate data. However, data may be or become inaccurate during the IoT device’s performance of any of these processes. Sensors can be misled by physical phenomena; algorithms can be wrong; data records can be corrupted.

Customers, the provider network and others who rely on accurate data (for example, users and receivers of insulin injections) are, of course, at risk of physical or other harm if such data is inaccurate. This is particularly the case where the IoT device has autonomous decision-making capabilities: decisions may be made for the user without adequate notification and/or capacity for manual override. Even before IoT devices were produced, risks were identified in autonomous objects with active capacity. In the mid-80s, two people died and others were injured when computerised radiotherapy machines in hospitals administered massive overdoses of radiation to patients, partially due to an incorrect zero value in a failsafe counter. Although the risks are not new, the increased prevalence of autonomous IoT devices can potentially increase the likelihood of such incidents occurring, particularly when such objects are also vulnerable to security breaches. For example, an error in the results of a continuous glucose monitor could lead to a dangerous overdose of insulin, or no insulin at all.

Even when data is accurate, IoT devices with some autonomous decision-making capability are risky. Decision-making algorithms could be programmed to result in outcomes not desired by the user. Customers rarely have access to such algorithms, and most are not equipped to understand them even if they did. Additionally, there
are some machine learning technologies in development where even the original programmers may not be able to predict the results.

The existence of autonomous decision-making also raises a fundamental question of liability: for example, who should be liable for harm caused by a machine, or an unfavourable and unwanted contract entered into by a machine, which was not foreseeable by the machine’s user (or indeed its programmer)? The application by judges of private law principles (such as in contract and tort) will mean that liability will be allocated in some form, but it may not be one that lives up to societal expectations around accountability.

Example:

- The accuracy of accelerometers, fitness trackers, and sleep trackers have been challenged. Nevertheless, the data from such wearables has been used in criminal proceedings, including that for murder.

1.3 Risk shifting and management

Risk management is complicated by the complexity of many IoT devices (see discussion at section C.4.2 below), particularly when there are multiple players in the provider network. There are three main challenges when dealing with potential failures of IoT devices and systems:

- Proactive management of risk: what are the provider network’s obligations in relation to monitoring and updating of software?
- When things go wrong: who is responsible for fixing problems with the IoT device?
- What contractual limitations will entities in the provider network attempt to place on their obligations regarding risk management?

Customer judgment on the adequacy of answers to these questions may be essential when choosing between competing products. Information that is not readily available, or is unintelligible or imprecise, may lead to customers making purchases for products without adequately understanding or being capable of dealing with the attendant risk. This harm is likely to be exacerbated by the practice, common in ICT contracting, of significant contractual limitation of liability by the supplier.

See related discussion in section C.4.2 below.

2 Provider control and (lack of) support

The capacity of IoT devices for data-handling and data communication, and in some cases their dependency on remote services and infrastructure, exposes customers to a number of challenges. In many IoT devices the programmable computers they contain may be remotely accessed. As a result, their functionality, content and interoperability with other devices and other features can be controlled or modified remotely without the intervention, consent or even knowledge of the owner/user. In many circumstances, modifications (and certain types of control) cannot be put into effect by the customer, but only by a provider.

A connected IoT device can be remotely disabled from working, for example where a purchase instalment or a related service fee has not been paid. For example, starter interrupt devices (installed in approximately 2 million cars in the US by late 2014) allow lenders or their agents to remotely disable a vehicle using their mobile phone, which they are contractually entitled to do when owners are late on car repayments. This ability
to remotely disable an IoT device gives the provider network powerful new private enforcement capabilities, without the protections offered to a defendant in court proceedings.

Other forms of disablement are less direct, and much less likely to be subject to overt customer agreement or understanding. A provider may issue an upgrade to firmware or other software that reduces the speed of the IoT device’s data-handling capabilities to a level that makes the hardware unusable. Or a service provider may go into liquidation or simply decide to discontinue a service, such as cloud data storage and processing. This can make the IoT device worthless to the customer, for example where the IoT device was designed to communicate only with a proprietary service. In the end, a customer may have no choice but to buy a new device with upgraded hardware, or to pay a premium price for an upgraded service. Other than the impact on individual customers, this adds to IoT’s contribution to the world’s e-waste problems.

Digital content that is resident in or accessed through IoT devices may also be blocked to protect rights holders; such as when there is no record of a user holding a licence to that content, but also in cases where the customer has not been involved in a breach of contract or any wrongdoing. It is worthwhile noting that in these situations, the IoT device as originally supplied to the user may well have been fit for purpose. It may be only afterwards, by a deliberate or inadvertent act by the supplier or someone else in the provider network, that the case becomes otherwise. Providers’ ability to act in this way are often supported by non-negotiable contractual terms explicitly granting the right to such modifications.

Examples:

• Revolv’s smart home hub hardware and application was shut down less than two years after release, after Revolv was acquired by Nest (a Google/Alphabet group company), who consequently refused to support the product.36

• in 2009, Amazon remotely deleted copies of the novel 1984 from customers’ e-book readers when Amazon discovered it had been made available in its store by an unlicensed vendor;37

• the remote triggering of a starter interrupt device allegedly (1) prevented a mother from taking her asthmatic child to the hospital; and (2) forced a woman off the road when her car powered down;38

• owners of the Pebble smartwatch sold the intellectual property in their software to Fitbit and closed down the company, effectively invalidating warranties, as well as reducing competition in the smartwatch space.39

3 Significant post-supply value

The use pattern of IoT devices can mean that significant post-supply value can be exploited: for example, in reuse or sale of the data collected by the IoT device, or in the long-term recoupment of contractual premiums for licences or other services provided. Where End User Licence Agreements (EULAs) or Acceptable Use Policies (AUPs) are in place, providers may attempt to recoup value in contractual conditions that affect the use of the software or digital content in ways that the relevant intellectual property legislation does not.

For example, an IoT device may deliver post-sale value to a supplier in the following ways:

• data collected may be used to develop or market a provider’s goods or services, or traded to third parties;

• ongoing service fees, such as for software maintenance and updates, or cloud data processing and handling;
• commissions for automatically ordered goods or services from a third party; and

• where data portability is restricted, customers can be effectively ‘locked-in’ to a particular brand.

3.1 Increased data collection: impacts on privacy

IoT devices enable increased data gathering and access to more intimate information. Many IoT devices are mobile, and even for those that are embedded rather than mobile, the mobility of people interacting with the embedded object can increase the amount and variety of data collected, especially considering the increasing prevalence of IoT devices. The value of geo-localational and data-collection technologies for both corporates and the public sector has been enhanced by the use pattern of IoT devices, as they are likely to be ‘personal’; that is, intimately associated with an individual. This personal use pattern greatly enhances both the value of the geo-localational functionality and the utility of the data gathered and communicated by the IoT device. The accuracy of geo-localational data is also assisted by the emerging use of 5G technologies.

Data utility is also increased by the adaptability attribute (also known as ‘context-awareness’). Adaptable IoT devices identify in real time some part of user context, and vary their responses accordingly. As the use of IoT devices becomes more widespread, this increases the likelihood that a greater quantity of data – and data that is more intimate and personalised in quality – can and will be collected and processed. However, often users’ knowledge is limited as to: what and how much data is being collected; the uses of the data; who is receiving the data and for how long that data will be used.

The most common form of non-monetary consideration for IoT devices is a requirement of consent to the provision of personal data. Demand for data did not of course begin with the IoT, but the greater amount of data made available by IoT devices, based on the prevalence and mobility of such objects, considerably increases the likelihood of providers requiring data as a mandatory part of the consideration for the supply contract. Even when consent is ostensibly ‘given’ by the user, this is usually done in the context of ‘take it or leave it’ contracts, with vague, incomprehensible or overly long privacy policies, negating any real choice by the user.

The developmental tendency of the design of many IoT devices towards reduced visibility can also affect this situation, to the detriment of the customer. Unobtrusiveness of the data-gathering function in many IoT devices can intensify existing problems around data collection, storage and redistribution. The IoT device may be effectively invisible, or just its data-gathering function. This level of visibility may also reduce or exclude any real choice for consumers or citizens in controlling the collection, use or third-party distribution of their information.

Examples of breach of privacy:

• Consumer electronics company Vizio recently agreed to pay US regulators US$2.2 million, after allegedly failing to get appropriate consent from users to track their smart TV viewing habits.

• in February 2019 Google revealed that its Nest Secure home security systems contained a microphone capable of picking up voice commands and other sounds. This feature was not included in the specifications of the product since its launch in 2017.

• private conversations recorded by smart home hubs such as Amazon’s Alexa have been inadvertently sent as voice files to third parties.
• In 2016, a class action was brought against Standard Innovation (US) Corp, the manufacturer of the ‘We-Vibe’ vibrator. Customers and their partners can pair the We-Vibe via Bluetooth with a smart phone to allow for remote control of the device. The plaintiff alleged that the manufacturer programmed the smartphone app to:

secretly collect intimate details about its customers’ use of the We-Vibe, including the date and time of each use, the vibration intensity level, ... mode or pattern selected by the user ... and ... the email address of We-Vibe customers ... allowing [Standard Innovation] to link the usage information to specific customer accounts.

The complaint alleged this was done without customers’ consent or knowledge. The litigation was settled on 9 March 2017, for CAD$5 million.

3.2 Post-supply restrictions

Post-supply restrictions on the customer may arise in many different ways. For example, customers may be required to enter into an ongoing service contract, such as for cloud data processing and storage, which provides an additional revenue stream. All IoT devices contain some form of software, and some types, such as e-book readers and networked media players, will also contain a substantial amount of digital content aside from software. Therefore, intellectual property constraints may also be leveraged by the provider to protect potential revenue streams. For example:

• the IoT device may not be ‘sold’ to the customer, in the sense of granting full transfer of property rights – the supply contract may be a lease or licence, imposing an obligation to return the IoT device on breach or termination;

• the supply may be subject to restrictive licence terms for the software or other digital content, such as those restricting copying, modification or particular types of use (included in separate agreements such as End User Licence Agreements (EULAs) or alternatively in the supply agreement itself); and

• the original set-up of the IoT device may impose mandatory and irreversible personalisation of the IoT device (such as usernames, inability to delete data).

Such post-supply restrictions may pose challenges for customers such as:

• post-supply notification: customers may not be aware at the time they ordered the IoT device that the post-supply obligations would apply or be mandatory, such as when an agreement to a EULA is required as part of set-up;

• greater restrictions on use compared with a non-IoT device version;

• greater restrictions on resale by customers even when the physical IoT device is owned and not leased or licensed, as the EULA on software essential to the functionality of the IoT device may be non-transferable; and

• more significant penalties for breach of use restrictions, such as those contained in anti-hacking and/or copyright legislation, as opposed to civil remedies for contractual breach.

For example, if customers wish to make their own repairs to an IoT device, such as a connected vehicle, they may need to access integrated software, and face both legal and technical barriers to do so (as providers may rely on revenue from after-sale services). Software modification without provider consent will in many cases be a breach of the EULA and/or copyright legislation. Modification may also be technically impossible without circumventing technological protection mechanisms (TPMs), usually an illegal act in itself. Providers might also
use their remote disablement capacity (see section C.2) to lock down software for a perceived breach of copyright law or contractual conditions.

These types of post-supply obligations can severely restrict a customer’s choice, not necessarily of the first purchase of the IoT device, but as to third-party service providers and the subsequent purchase of other products. As a result, competition may be fettered.

Example:

• For several years, US farmers have been disputing the attempts of Deere & Company (John Deere) and other manufacturers to restrict their rights to repair their Internet-connected agricultural machinery, which contains embedded software and TPMs. In 2015, against the objections of John Deere and others, the US Copyright Office granted a three-year exemption for vehicle software modification to the anti-circumvention provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). A year later, John Deere issued a licence agreement which prohibits almost all software modification and circumvention of TPMs, in what appears to be an attempt to replace its DMCA rights with contractual rights and ensure that all repairs are done by John Deere contractors.

4 Complexity

Two types of complexity produce significant challenges:

• the complexity of the technology itself; and

• the complexity of the contractual arrangements associated with supply.

Most IoT devices are inherently complex, due to their interactions with living things, the physical world, other IoT devices and/or other computing devices and systems. Many IoT devices are hybrids of object, software, hardware and service/s, as functionality often requires associated services to be acquired, such as access to cloud data handling facilities and a website interface. Even more complexity arises when IoT devices’ embedment in larger systems is considered. Many entities can be involved in providing the hardware, software, object and services involved. Systems with nested and/or multiple IoT devices, or multiple IoT devices interacting with conventional computing, such as smart homes, can be very complex, both technically and in terms of associated service contracts.

The nature of IoT device ecosystems promotes the likelihood of numerous actors in the provider network. A complex network means complexity in contractual arrangements and therefore liability allocation. Even a basic IoT device such as a thermostat may require many separate contracts dealing with hardware, software development, software licences, installation, website and app usage, payment services, connectivity provision, sale, distribution and rental. These contracts may be with separate entities, some having no connection with (or knowledge of) others in the network.

The complexity of contractual arrangements within a network can make it difficult to identify all applicable contracts, let alone interpret them for end-customers (including enterprises) and network actors.
4.1 Making an informed choice

A customer entering into a contract requires sufficient, accurate and intelligible information on the nature, features and dependencies of the product or service. A supplier of a simple product needs only provide minimal information to fulfil this requirement. The complexity of IoT devices, particularly product-service packages, dictates that more than minimal information is required to sufficiently inform a customer. And mere provision of information by one supplier is insufficient—the customer’s knowledge of alternatives on offer and their judgment of the price and quality differences are also required.

Customers face three main challenges to receiving adequate information:

- the type of information required (content);
- whether the customer can adequately understand the information provided (intelligibility); and
- when and how the information is provided (delivery mechanism).

(a) Content

Customer knowledge of the IoT device’s functionality is important, as is its suitability for the customer’s particular purposes. Knowledge of ‘normal’ functionality is usually insufficient, particularly for IoT devices with significant volatility and/or dependencies: such IoT devices face significant limitations on functionality in particular situations.

Knowing exactly what the IoT device does enables customers to assess whether it meets their needs. This knowledge is also important because the post-supply value of IoT devices (particularly data collection) can incentivise suppliers to include features that benefit the supplier or others in the provider network but are a disbenefit to customers and therefore affect their purchasing decision. Such functionality may be invisible or unobtrusive; overt disclosure of this ‘dark’ functionality may need to be formally required, otherwise customers may remain unaware of it.

Aside from functionality, the attribute of dependency and the nature of IoT device interactions mean specific information on interoperability is often critical. Particular systems may only allow add-in of particular brands of IoT devices, thereby restricting customers’ freedom of choice.

Clear information on price is fundamental to any customer contract. This includes not just the price of initial supply, but also follow-on costs, such as purchase of additional applications, subscription fees for service agreements and costs of consumables. Customers should also be aware of non-money considerations, such as post-supply obligations, for example in relation to data and use restrictions.

Ascertaining payment terms and the consequences of failure to pay may also be problematic, particularly when billing is done by more than one provider network entity. Payment terms, such as due dates and price increases, may vary greatly between entities.

(b) Intelligibility

An additional information challenge inherent in complexity is that ‘customers cannot make well informed decisions when they are presented with information that is incomplete, misleading, overly complex or too voluminous’. Opaque wording and technical terms are the norm for software and hardware contracts, and initial research indicates this has not changed for IoT devices. The content provided may be accurate, but if it is not intelligible to the average customer, it is insufficient to enable an informed choice.
Careless drafting adds to this problem. Researchers have identified terms and conditions in contracts involving IoT devices that contain wording obviously written for older technologies, or wording drafted for one jurisdiction in contracts made for another.

(c) Delivery mechanism

An IoT device or associated system may be designed so that interactions are invisible or at least unobtrusive. This is often achieved by removing or miniaturising text-supporting interfaces such as screens. Such interfaces cannot practically be used to deliver most contractual terms and conditions. Clear delivery of full terms before purchase of IoT devices is not ubiquitous. Customers may be given the price upfront on purchasing the product, but not be presented with other terms and conditions (such as EULAs, service agreements and maintenance agreements) until well into the set-up process—that is, after the product has been ordered, delivered, unpacked and partially or even fully set up.

These contractual processes may encourage customers to enter into contracts with significantly limited access to terms and conditions and, consequently, a reduced ability to understand the bargain.

Therefore, customers may face challenges in finding out the terms and conditions applicable to their IoT device, particularly in relation to data usage. A common provider’s right to unilateral amendment may exacerbate this problem.

4.2 Redress and liability allocation

The complexity of IoT device ecosystems can hamper the allocation of liability for faults. Where a single supplier provides the hardware, software and associated services, liability allocation is relatively simple, limited only by whether the type of harm is legitimately excluded under the contract. But where there are multiple providers, the issue becomes uncertain. The complexity of the technology and the contractual arrangements produces a significant challenge for customers. Defects in an IoT device ecosystem causing detriment to customers can arise in several places, including physical faults in the dominant object or embedded computer hardware, bugs in the software, corruption or deletion of data or failure of network connections. And the overall detriment may arise from a combination of defects, as where a network failure corrupts data, causing the IoT device to fail to recognise critical inputs.

Even where liability is clear, the mobile nature of IoT devices and the differing locations of provider network actors can make practical enforcement difficult. Australian customers are particularly affected, as most IoT devices they purchase are imported, with contracts likely to contain foreign jurisdiction and foreign law clauses. Contract drafters for provider networks also inevitably attempt to avoid liability, using favourable jurisdiction and choice of law clauses, or arbitration and class action waivers—practices already common in conventional ecommerce. These impediments, combined with the usually low value of a customer claim relative to legal costs, often hinder customers achieving redress.

All of these uncertainties are likely to obstruct proper redress for both public and private sector customers, particularly in relation to low-value contracts. However, customers are not the only ones facing detrimental effects. Uncertainty about the legal liability of provider network actors may hinder investment and innovation in IoT devices.

Examples:

- the Nest thermostat system is sold subject to at least 13 different documents containing information on the ‘rights, obligations and responsibilities of the various parties’ in the provider network.46
• the sets of terms and conditions purported to apply to sales of the Amazon Dash Button contain limitation of liability clauses that conflict with each other. One clause attempts to limit liability to zero, the other to USD50.

5 Adverse effects on choice

Some attributes in IoT devices can remove or impede customers’ freedom of choice. For example, an IoT device with significant autonomy may make decisions that cannot be overridden (or not easily so) or are not even obvious to the user due to the invisibility of the device or the decision-making process.

5.1 Data-based discrimination

See section D below.

5.2 Customer ‘lock out’

The prevalence of IoT devices and their post-sale value as data collectors, may lead to a scarcity problem: non-IoT device versions of customer products may become unavailable. Customers with legitimate concerns about the disbenefits of IoT devices, such as in the areas of privacy and security, may find it practically impossible to opt out.

Where dependency on remote resources is essential to the functionality of a particular IoT device, this can also lock certain customers out. Regional and rural areas may not have the connectivity required for particular IoT devices. If it is not profitable to make non-IoT device versions, then rural and regional residents may have to function without the object at all.

5.3 Digital consumer manipulation

In 2015, evidence presented to a US enquiry asserted that existing smartphone sensors could be used to infer:

- a user’s mood; stress levels; personality type; bipolar disorder; demographics (e.g. gender, marital status, job status, age);
- smoking habits; overall well-being; progression of Parkinson’s disease; sleep patterns; happiness; levels of exercise; and types of physical activity or movement.

In 2017, access to databases containing contact details of ‘wheelchair and insulin users, of people addicted to alcohol, drugs, and gambling, as well as … suffering from breast cancer, HIV, clinical depression, impotence, and vaginal infections’ were offered on a commercial basis.

This type of information can be very valuable to a marketer attempting to persuade customers to buy their products. In fact, a number of attributes present in IoT devices are helpful to such a marketer, particularly when viewed in conjunction with the development of sophisticated data-processing techniques. Use of IoT devices in data collection, as marketing delivery mechanisms, and as purchasing devices may give firms an enhanced ability to engage in forms of ‘digital consumer manipulation’: not only targeting customer preferences but exploiting customers’ cognitive biases and individual vulnerabilities. For example, advertisers may filter the available information; they may target customers at the time when their willpower is lowest; or they may craft their advertisements to act upon known purchasing triggers of particular individuals, for example, feelings of guilt or obligation, or concerns about missing out, or a desire to emulate friends or celebrities.

Currently, most examples of digital consumer manipulation have been identified in conventional ecommerce. However, the utility of IoT devices in these practices is obvious, particularly with their potential for increased...
capacity and intimacy of data collection. Customers have always been on the receiving end of persuasive tactics from advertisers, but data collected by IoT devices will arguably provide significant advantages to marketers in accuracy, scope, scale and effectiveness. The impact of scale in particular may be amplified by the implementation of software that allows tracking across different customer devices, particularly if done without the knowledge of the customer. The key question is ‘at which point digital marketing practices, and in particular if they are based on intrinsic data analysis, opaque algorithms and sophisticated forms of persuasion, turn the normally “average” customer into a vulnerable one’.

Generally, society accepts that a marketer’s job is to convince a customer to do something: but it is unclear when this type of behaviour would cross over from ‘normal’ marketing practice into something that is considered to be unacceptable to society. Should those with particular ‘vulnerability profiles’ be able to claim greater protection than the ‘average’ customer? Someone who is persuaded to buy a face cream just because his favourite celebrity’s voice is used on a dynamic advertising screen to persuade him to take advantage of a discount as he passes the cosmetics aisle in his local department store may be considered as not worthy of protection; but in contrast, there may be an opposite attitude towards the targeting of a habitual gambler with an offer of an extended limit on her credit card as she passes a betting shop.49

Examples:

- Beacon implementations use indoor positioning devices and systems with small low power sensors to track when subscribers carrying their smartphones enter a particular physical space (such as the shoe aisle in a department store). This geolocational tracking triggers an action by applications in the mobile phone, such as notifications as to nearby items which are then offered at a discount. Beacon implementations have the potential to be programmed to act in accordance with copious research on how customers actually make purchasing decisions.50 In October 2018, a member of Chemist Warehouse’s IT architecture team announced that the pharmacy business was ‘considering’ installing thousands of sensors to track foot traffic within its stores and where consumers ‘dwell in particular areas [and] … pick up products and look at them’.51

- The ACCC has identified addressable television advertising through use of smart televisions as a risk factor for digital consumer manipulation;52

- A European study into the specific health applications concluded that independent decision-making was likely to be circumvented due to the framing of economic choices in health applications as health or welfare choices53

D. Are there specific human rights considerations for IoT?

In July 2018, the Human Rights Commission (HRC) released an issues paper as part of its Human Rights and Technology Project, which mentioned briefly that IoT devices could ‘present ... platforms for cybercrime’.54 However, the challenges raised by IoT devices in relation to human rights extend well beyond cybercrime. As this paper shows, the introduction of IoT devices may have negative implications for human rights to privacy, safety, security, non-discrimination and equal treatment,55 as well as civil political rights such as freedom of information, opinion and expression, freedom of assembly, and the right to take part in public affairs.

Section 3 above discusses challenges for citizens and consumers in relation to privacy and security. This section will discuss other human rights issues.
Discrimination and equal treatment

1 Commercial services

Data can be used to decide whether to offer particular products or services to consumers, or to vary the conditions on which those products or services are offered, dependent on the attributes of the individual consumer.

For example, in the US, health insurers already provide discounts to those who give access to their fitness tracker data, in effect charging a premium to those who do not. Further, discriminatory practices may extend well beyond pricing. Insurers may well refuse cover – or only offer limited cover – to those who refuse access to install a telematics device in their car, which generates personalised data about their driving behaviour (as they do already with discount car insurance). Economically disadvantaged consumers may not be able to afford the relevant product or service without the discount, and therefore will find it impossible to opt out of providing their data. Insurers already have access to a lot of data, but the nature of this data is significantly different, in particular because it is intimate, intensive and timely.

Some forms of data-based discrimination are already unlawful in many jurisdictions, such as refusing to supply goods or services, or supplying them on less favourable terms, to people of a particular race. However, other forms of discriminatory conduct, such as price discrimination based on data provision conditions, can be engaged in without legal restrictions. The possibility that fundamental human rights can be undermined by both lawful and unlawful discriminatory conduct is real and urgent.

Data-based discrimination can be deliberate or unintended. One area of particular concern is that of ‘algorithmic discrimination’, where the often relatively small and/or selective datasets used in machine learning contain societal biases. For example, there is a significant literature emerging relating to algorithmic discrimination on the basis of data collected on race, gender, health status, socio-economic status and other variables, affecting areas such as employment opportunities, housing, policing and sentencing policies. In early 2017, Amazon abandoned its use and further development of a recruiting tool that used machine learning because they had discovered it ‘was not rating candidates for software developer jobs and other technical posts in a gender-neutral way’. Allegedly, this was due to the nature of the training dataset used.

While different forms of discrimination have a long history, the challenge for consumers lies in the fact that inferences drawn from data are often inscrutable or difficult to perceive. Providers may conceal or obfuscate the reasoning behind their decisions without any real prospect of the consumer finding out the ‘real’ reasons. Additionally, in some cases the inscrutability of the inferences extends even to providers themselves. Providers may use third party products or services where the third-party refuses to reveal their data collection techniques or processing to protect their commercial investment. It also may be due simply to the design of the process, as machine learning algorithms generally not only do not, but arguably cannot, provide explanations that humans can understand. So, a provider may refuse, or be unable, to reveal the real reasons behind inferences based on data collected by IoT devices.

Examples:

• In the US, some health insurers provide discounts to those who give access to their fitness tracker data, in effect charging a premium to those who do not.57
2  State services, surveillance and civil and political human rights

Example

The current protests in Hong Kong provide a potent illustration of perceived problems with IoT devices in relation to civil and political rights to freedom of expression and opinion, freedom of assembly and the right to take part in public affairs. Protesters are shunning the use of smart cards for public transport, with their identifiability leading to the fear they will be tracked by law enforcement. Protesters are also wearing masks and tearing down smart lampposts, reportedly in fear of the use of facial recognition technology embedded in IoT devices. The government has denied that such technology is being used in the lampposts, but the limited visibility of exactly what technology is being used in these particular IoT devices has led to significant distrust.58

E.  Will there be considerations for specific population groups or individuals?

Children

Security, privacy and manipulation for commercial purposes Children as a vulnerable group nevertheless appear to be the target of digital consumer manipulation enabled by IoT devices. The Norwegian Customer Council (NCC) has published research showing the Bluetooth connection for Genesis Toys’ ‘My Friend Cayla’ and ‘i-Que Robot’ dolls was completely insecure (no authentication mechanism) and some queries were using insecure HTTP connections (subject to a man in the middle attack). The NCC also found that these dolls recorded anything said to them by children and sent the recordings to US-based Nuance Communications, a specialist in speech recognition. The company reserved the right to share and use the data for a broad range of purposes. Additionally, the NCC found that the toys were programmed with standard phrases endorsing commercial products, such as Disney movies.59

Women

Security, physical and mental harm There have been reports both in Australia and overseas of the use of IoT devices to facilitate intimate partner/family violence.60

Those with disabilities, the ill, the elderly, and those at a socioeconomic disadvantage

Dependency and the impact on choice The increased dependency of those with disabilities on particular health, communication or mobility IoT technologies may make them more ready to accept adverse terms, such as overreaching data collection, use and processing terms, or overcharging. They may also be more susceptible to digital consumer manipulation.

Minority populations

There is the possibility that IoT devices might be used to deny services to minorities, based on residence, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status. For example, facial recognition software could be used to deny access to certain geographical areas. Also, flawed data sets and algorithms for facial recognition technologies have already been blamed for the inability of facial recognition technologies to properly recognise people of colour, particularly women. This can lead to problems such as additional screening at airports.61
F. Are there specific considerations with respect to citizen and business access to data?

With the advent of smart cities, and additional IoT devices used in government-monitored facilities such as airports and welfare agencies, local, state and federal public sector agencies are likely to collect, use and distribute a large amount of data. Both state and federal governments have recently encouraged the substantial sharing and release of public data. For example, in 2015, NSW passed the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act). The GIPA Act also covers local councils. More recently, the Federal government, has reflected that interest and is currently in the consultation phase for drafting a Data Sharing and Release Act that is proposed to cover federal agencies, and also the agencies of those states and territories who wish to join.

The specific considerations that are likely to be applicable for data arising from IoT devices use, particularly in an environment where data sharing and release are encouraged, include:

- how to ensure the privacy of those whose data has been collected;
- the need for secure environments for data storage and transmission all along the sharing chain;
- the use of de-identified data sets, with the understanding that anonymisation has some limits and re-identification of anonymised datasets can be possible;
- the extent to which public data should be allowed to be made available for commercial use;
- accountability for problems, such as data breaches, unauthorised disclosures, and re-identification.

It is worth noting that the Federal government’s current position is that consent will not be required for all uses of public data.62 Additionally, it has not yet made a decision on whether commercial use will be allowed.63

In August 2019, the government passed the Treasury Laws Amendment (Consumer Data Right) Act 2018 (Cth). The Consumer Data Right (CDR) is intended to provide a right for consumers to require data portability from commercial entities in order to ‘improve consumer control over the data which businesses hold about [them,] ... make it easier for them to find a better deal and share their information only with partners they trust’.64 However, the CDR in its currently proposed form provides a very limited right. The CDR has been introduced to the banking sector first, with the energy and telecommunication sectors to follow. This is proposed to be followed by other sectors ‘over time’.65

G. What civil or criminal liability considerations are required to govern the use of IoT technologies? (e.g. the device manufacturer, network provider platform operator, the application provider)? What protections, if any, may be needed for businesses, industry, citizens etc?

These are significant questions that is far too substantial to be answered in a report of this type.

There is as yet no IoT-specific legal rules that apply in Australia, and very few in other jurisdictions. This is not to say that IoT is not regulated. There exists a substantial amount of legislation general enough in application, and sufficiently adaptable common law and equitable principles, to apply to a variety of new products, activities and relationships brought about by IoT devices.66
However, there are still likely to be legal problems arising, or gaps in appropriate protection, in many different areas of law, all of which will need to be examined in detail to establish the precise nature of these gaps. Problems are likely to arise in one or more of these 4 categories in relation to existing legal and regulatory frameworks:

(1) uncertainty of application;
(2) over- or under-inclusivity;
(3) obsolescence; or
(4) new harms that have not yet been addressed.67

Significant potential for legal problems, or actual legal problems, in Australia have already been identified in a number of legal areas. Usually, this has been in the context of protecting citizens, consumers and businesses against the risks outlined earlier in this report. These problem areas include:

- Data protection and privacy (particularly in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth));68
- Consumer protection (particularly in the Australian Consumer Law, and common law and equitable principles governing business-to-consumer contracts, especially consumer guarantees and product liability,69 misleading and deceptive conduct and false representations, unconscionable conduct,70 unfair contract terms71);
- Criminal prohibitions and enforcement in relation to cyber attacks (particularly in relation to the criminal codes in each state, territory and federally); 72
- Intellectual property (particularly the Copyright Act, and its interaction with contract and licensing law); 73
- Dataveillance of: 1) citizens by the state; and 2) consumers by corporate interests;74
- Competition law (Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), particularly in relation to the potential declaration of roaming IoT services75
- Spectrum allocation76
- Product liability law and insurance law (particularly around automated vehicles and other machines with autonomous decision-making capabilities)77
- Ethics (for example, in autonomous decision-making)78
- Network neutrality79
- Discrimination80
- The definition of ‘goods’ in sale of goods legislation and other legislation81
- Retention of metadata82
- Fairness and validity of private enforcement of legal rights through remote disablement and similar provider control mechanisms83
- Liability allocation and enforcement issues against providers due to privity of contract and the use of subsidiaries with limited equity as contracting parties84
- Validity of evidence derived from IoT devices in investigations and litigation85

Examples:

- ‘Hacking’: Although unauthorised remote intrusion is already a criminal offence in many jurisdictions, technologically-specific drafting may mean that criminal legislation may be under-inclusive of IoT devices.86 For example, the WA Criminal Code confines hacking offences to unlawful access to password-protected computer systems.87 Many IoT devices (particularly inexpensive ones) are not password-protected, and the buyer (be they customer, business or public sector) usually has no capacity to
implement password protection for themselves, usually due to product and system design. Furthermore, even when rules do cover all relevant conduct, they may nevertheless be ineffective if they cannot be enforced. A hacker may well be in breach of a ‘no access without lawful excuse’ rule, but hackers may be undiscoverable or located out of the jurisdiction, making it difficult to enforce criminal penalties.

- **Privacy breaches:** a recent examination of the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) in the *Privacy Act 1988* (Cth) stated that ‘the APPs have significant regulatory uncertainties or gaps when it comes to [IoT] privacy’ and that ‘[t]he APPs are too weak to meet [IoT] challenges and based upon current OAIC strategy and government under-resourcing, are unlikely to exert a positive influence over the promotion of privacy into the future’.

- **Digital consumer manipulation:** a recent analysis has concluded that Australia’s consumer protection laws are inadequate to protect against this practice, due to the existence of legal problems of uncertainty and the failure to protect against a new harm (that of corporate secrecy).

### H. Progress to date

#### Industry initiatives in Australia

In 2017, Australia’s peak industry body associated with the IoT, IoT Alliance Australia (**IoTAA**), issued a guide for business and two successive versions of an Internet of Things Security Guideline in an attempt to deal with emerging concerns about IoT devices and systems.

The IoTAA was particularly concerned with issues around: multiple parties and separation of parties (customers are unaware of how to reduce security vulnerabilities and other risks, they are also unaware of data use and collection); reach (IoT has access to intimate environments without full disclosure of data use and collection); undue reliance upon consumers to understand and mitigate risks; and IoT security concerns (may lead to unacceptable security vulnerabilities).

The IoTAA have developed a Good Data Guide, suggesting principles by which businesses should abide in dealing with consumers. These principles include:

- **Accountability:** eg for data flows, for the implementation of privacy by design and security by design principles; for compliance with laws; for adequate disclosure

- **Customer empowerment:** unfair or unreasonable risk-shifting to customers

- **Cyber protection:** eg implement security by design; processes for updates, data breaches

- **Data transparency:** full and fair disclosure, provide comprehensible information

- **Data minimisation:** collection and handling limited, de-identification if possible, guard against re-identification; and

- **Customer data control:** portability, disclosure of IP/confidentiality limits, log of disclosures (especially to state agencies).

These are useful principles: however the lead author suggests that these should not be left up to providers (both private and public sector) to implement. Approaches beyond the self-regulatory must be considered, including co-regulatory approaches and legislative change where appropriate.
Regulatory and government initiatives

The government has commissioned two reports that provide useful assistance in establishing the issues arising around IoT devices and systems. The Productivity Commission’s 2017 report on data use and availability mentioned the increasing use of IoT devices as sources of data collection, and contained a case study which included some examples of IoT devices and potential disbenefits.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) in its recent Digital Platforms Inquiry recognised a number of challenges posed by IoT devices as part of the recent Digital Platforms Inquiry, but found that the ‘wider impact’ of such technologies was still too unclear to form a foundation for specific recommendations to government other than that policymakers should ‘actively engage with the implications of these developments when formulating policy, and considering regulatory reform’. Its recommendations were confined to digital platforms, but nevertheless some may be helpful in assisting with some of the issues raised by IoT devices and systems, in particular digital consumer manipulation and other data-based harms.

There are some significant problems with the Privacy Act in relation to the IoT, in particular:

- threshold requirements exclude many businesses from its operation. There are also other important exemptions from some of its provisions, such as disclosures to related bodies corporate, acts or practices outside Australia and employee records;
- many types of consumer data may not be subject to the Privacy Act due to a narrow judicial interpretation of the meaning of ‘personal information’;
- enforcement mechanisms are weak, particularly for consumers. No direct right of action is available to consumers, although under section 36 of the Privacy Act they may make a ‘complaint’ to the regulator, the OAIC. OAIC decisions relating to complaints are only subject to appeal where the OAIC makes a ‘determination’ under section 52 of the Privacy Act. Few such determinations have been made under this provision and this has resulted in a paucity of appellate jurisprudential development.
- historically, sanctions have been insubstantial (for example, enforceable undertakings and small compensation amounts). Where compensation has been awarded, the amounts have been too small to have any meaningful deterrent effect.
- insufficient funding and resourcing of the OAIC, restricting its capacity to bring actions, has also been the subject of public criticism.

Further, and most importantly, ‘consent’ overrides most safeguards for consumers in relation to the use of consumer data, and its transfer to third parties. The consent required is weak, and its adequacy to protect data subjects has been vigorously contested. Commercial entities are permitted to deal with consumer data even though in most cases the nominal consumer consent obtained is not informed, is non-negotiable, and is subject to unilateral interpretation and extension at the will of the commercial party. In some cases, such as in direct marketing, where it is ‘impracticable to obtain consent’, even the requirement of weak consent is disregarded. This problem is exacerbated by forms of consent and privacy policies that are lengthy, difficult to understand, ambiguous, hard to find, vague and/or overly broad. Empirical evidence suggests this encourages consumers not to read most policies or to helplessly accept unfavourable terms because ‘[i]t [is]
the only way to access the product or service’.112 For all of these reasons, the Privacy Act is limited in its protections against data-based harms.113

However, some of the relevant ACCC recommendations for reform in the Digital Platforms Inquiry addressing some of the above shortcomings are also relevant to data-based harms arising in the context of IoT devices and systems. Properly implemented, they are likely to be helpful in addressing some of the above concerns. These recommendations are:

*In the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth)*114

1 **Recommendation 16(a):**
   - broader definition of ‘personal information’;

2 **Recommendation 16(c):**
   - The imposition of an **informed** consent requirement, in particular where collection, use or disclosure of the data is not necessary for the performance of a contract (or as a result of a legal or public interest reason); and
   - the introduction of default settings for consent that are pro-consumer and not bundled;

3 **Recommendation 16(e):**
   - a direct right of action for individuals; Recommendation 18:
     - greater information requirements that align more closely to what consumers want to know, including a requirement that the name and contact details for each third party to whom personal information will be disclosed;
     - more sophisticated user control, including the use of personalised and global opt-in and opt-out controls; and
     - additional restrictions on children’s personal information collected or used for targeted advertising or profiling purposes

*In the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)*115

4 **Recommendation 21**: further prohibitions on unfair practices, including:
   - Collection or disclosure of consumer data without express informed consent;
   - Inducing consent by ‘relying on long and complex contracts, or all or nothing click wrap consents, and providing insufficient time or information that would enable consumer to properly consider the contract terms’116

I. **Conclusion**

The emergence of the IoT has enabled and will continue to enable significant social impact, with a wide range of new devices, conduct and relationships emerging. The relevant technologies are still developing, and may still take divergent paths. However, in navigating this change, society must deal with risky and imperfect technologies, a loss of control and choice for consumers, citizens and other users, possibilities of exploitative
conduct by corporate interests, the dangers of overzealous state surveillance and blind acceptance of autonomous decision-making by machines despite their potential for error and discriminatory practices. It must deal with the introduction of new complexities, not only in the technologies themselves, but in the legal and social arrangements surrounding their use. The potential for disconnection between these challenges and current legal regimes adds to these problems, as well as threats to human rights.

This input report aims to contribute to flagging the danger areas for consumers, citizens, businesses and the public sector and to make a call for thoughtful engagement by policy makers, judges and legislators with the challenges posed by the IoT. Initial ignorance of the effects of IoT is now giving way to a body of consumers and citizens who are both fearful and disempowered. Time and again over the course of researching IoT since 2012 the lead author of this input report has seen reactions to sociotechnical change as one of ‘Hobson’s choice’. Consumers feel that they must accept a technology with all of its attendant problems, or refuse to use it at all. If this distrust is taken to extremes for the IoT, this may lead to a denial of the great potential of some of these technologies to actually make life significantly better: for example, in assisting those with disabilities, in healthcare, in aged care, in efficient infrastructure, transport, industry and agriculture.

A lesson can be learned from the history of consumer protection law, which has been a continuing war against the dangers of a ‘caveat emptor’ approach. When consumer protection battles have been won, the resulting safety net for and consequent increasing trust by consumers has actually encouraged the development of new products and industries. In the past, society has been able to reach some form of consensus on what types of conduct is unacceptable by state and corporates, and regulate accordingly. The use and abuse of the IoT may currently fit only awkwardly within our current regulatory regimes, but there is no reason why this fit cannot be made better. The ‘change’ in sociotechnical change is also a crucial consideration: one-off solutions will likely be insufficient to deal with the continuing evolution of these technologies, so effective mechanisms for continuing evolution in law and policy must also be put in place. These mechanisms should include pro-active and swiftly reactive policy and rule-making bodies and processes, the use of appropriate language and interpretative principles in legislation and judicial decision-making, and well-resourced, informed and activist regulators.
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Schedule 1 – Core and common attributes of IoT devices

Core Attributes

Object: physical object, natural or artificial, inert or living

Computer: contains one or more general-purpose programmable computers

Embedded: one or more computers physically embedded

Data collection: contains one or more sensors that can collect or generate data

Data handling: capability to process data

Data communication: can communicate with other nodes inside the same object, or with other objects

Common Attributes

Active capacity: can act on physical world

Adaptability: context-aware

Addressability: has a unique address

Associability with living beings: humans, plants, animals

Autonomy: decision-making capabilities

Dependency: remote services or infrastructure

Geo-locatability: can be found in physical space

Identifiability: has an identifier for the physical object

Network locatability: locatable in virtual space

Mobility: eObjects may be operational while moving within a physical space, when used by a person on the move or acting autonomously

Operational, economic and social impact: eObjects have both benefits and detriments

Portability: object can be moved but no connectivity while mobile

Prevalence: pervasive or ubiquitous

Use pattern: used by an individual, or small numbers, or large numbers

Visibility: can be unobtrusive or invisible, or contain different levels of implicit human-computer interaction

Volatility: connectivity, energy, storage and processing capabilities may be limited or intermittent

Vulnerability: risk of security breaches, theft, and physical damage or destruction
Schedule 2 – Additional resources

**Australian perspectives**


Productivity Commission, Data Availability and Use (Inquiry Report No 82, March 2017) (Appendix G, Case Study: Data from your Internet activities and intelligent devices)

Richardson M and others, 'Privacy and the Internet of Things' (2016) 21 Media & Arts Law Review 336


Vulkanovski A, Home, Tweet Home: Implications of the Connected Home, Human and Habitat on Australian Customers (Australian Communications Customer Action Network, February 2016)

IoT Alliance Australia, Good Data Practice: A Guide for Business to Consumer Internet of Things Services for Australia V1.0, November 2017)

**Overseas perspectives**

Coll L and Simpson R, Connection and Protection in the Digital Age: The Internet of Things and Challenges for Consumer Protection (Consumers International, April 2016)
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